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ABSTRACT. Let (Y, W, Q) be a probability

space. If every probability

mea-

sure R on SS1 ® W with marginal Q on Y admits a factorization, where 3Sl is
the Borel cr-field on the real line, Q must be perfect. Conversely if Q is perfect
and W is Ni -generated, then (a) for any measure R on sí <8>
8? with marginal
Q, where si is any cr-field of subsets of a set X, there is a factorization;
(b) for every tail-like sub-cr-field 3¡ of S?', there is a normal conditional distribution given 3. In special cases of interest, normal conditional distributions,
satisfying additional desirable properties, are shown to exist.

1. Introduction.
For a Bayesian statistician, whose inferences are based on
the posterior distribution of the parameter given the sample space, the problem of
factoring a measure on the product of the sample space and the parameter space is
an important one. If (Y, W) denotes the parameter space, Q the prior distribution
and (X,sf) the sample space, it is of interest to investigate conditions under which
a measure R on the product space with marginal Q on Y admits a factorization.
A somewhat related problem is the problem of obtaining, on a probability space,
conditional distributions
given a sub-cr-field. The study of existence of proper,
regular conditional distributions has been carried out in a number of papers, most
notably [4, 2 and 5]. Since proper, regular conditional distributions need not exist
for classically interesting sub-c-fields in a standard Borel space, a weaker notion of
conditional distribution, called normal conditional distribution, has been proposed
in Dubins [5] and Blackwell and Dubins [2]. For a normal conditional distribution,
conditional probabilities need only be finitely additive. The study of existence of
normal conditional distributions, equivalent to that of measurable disintegrations
as defined in [7 and 8], has since been of interest. It has been shown in Dubins
and Heath [8] that for Luzin spaces, normal conditional distributions given many
interesting sub-tr-fields, called tail-like cr-fields, do exist (whereas proper, regular
conditional distributions need not). Statistical models and procedures based on
finitely additive probabilities have been investigated (see, for example, Heath and

Sudderth [9] and Lane and Sudderth [10]).
We study, in this paper, existence of factorizations that are finitely additive, for
probability measures on a product space and also the existence of normal conditional distributions.
§2 contains definitions and preliminaries.
§3 contains results
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on factorization.
The results in [1 and 3] are special cases of our Theorems 1 and
2. In §4 we use our results on factorizations to obtain a generalization (Theorem 4)
of the Theorem of Dubins and Heath in [8], to perfect probability spaces with an
Ki-generated cr-field. Theorems 4 and 5 show that for certain classically interesting
sub-cr-fields, the invariant cr-field in a probability space with a measure-preserving
transformation,
and the symmetric cr-field in a countably infinite product space,
normal conditional distributions with further desirable properties exist.

2. Definitions
and preliminaries.
Throughout this paper, by a charge p we
shall mean a finitely additive, nonnegative function on a field of subsets of a set X
such that p(X) = 1. By a measure we shall refer to a countably additive charge.
Suppose p is a charge on a field 9~ of subsets of a set A and that & is a subfield of

y. A subset A of A will be called (p, &)-thick if p(B) = 1 for all B € & such that
AC B. For a subset A of X, 9" ("IA will denote the collection {FC\A: F e 9r}.
Plainly ÏF D A is a field or a cr-field according as &~ is a field or a cr-field. If p is a
charge (measure) on a field (cr-field) F of subsets of A and A is (p,«^")-thick, by
the restriction v of p to .F~ n A, we mean the charge (measure) on F n A defined

by y(F D A) = p(F), Fe^.

Conversely for any AQX,a

field (cr-field)& on X

and a charge (measure) u on the field (cr-field) &~f\A, by the extension poivtotF
we shall mean the charge (measure) p on &~ defined by p(F) = u(F DA),FE OF.

Clearly A is (p,¿F~)-thick,.
A measure space (Y,W.Q) is perfect (or Q is perfect) if for any realvalued Wmeasurable function /, there is a Borel subset B of the real line such that B Ç f(Y)

andQ(/-1(5))

= l.

We shall need to use the following theorem of Sazonov [17].

THEOREM (SAZONOV). Let (X,3§ ,p) be a perfect measure space and let Y be
a(p,38)-thick
subset of X. Then the restriction of p to 38C\Y is perfect if and
only if for every countably generated sub-a-field $f of 38, there exists a p-null set

Ntf € S¡7 such that EC\Y ^0

for every ssf -atom E Ç A\ A^.

The statement and proof of the theorem can also be found in [13].
Suppose (Y, W, Q) is a measure space such that 9? is A-generated,

a cardinal.

where A is

Let C$, £ < A, be subsets of Y such that W = a({C^,t¡

< A}),

where we have identified the cardinal A with its initial ordinal. Let <f>denote the
function on Y into {0,1}A defined by <$>(y)(Ç)= ¿cç (y), Ç < A, where IE denotes the
characteristic function of the set E. lîâS denotes the product of discrete cr-fields on
{0,1}A, it is easy to verify that <psets up an isomorphism between the cr-fields W and
3§C\<f>(Y). Let Q he the extension of the measure Q4>~1 onSSv\cb{Y) to^.
Clearly
4>(Y) is (<3,^')-thick.
It is well known that equipped with the product of discrete
topologies, {0,1}A is a compact, Hausdorff space and S§ coincides with its Baire
cr-field. Moreover the measure space ({0,1}X,38,Q)
is a compact (hence perfect)
measure space (for the definition and properties of a compact measure space, see
[11 and 16]). Thus the measure space (Y, 8?, Q) can be embedded isomorphically
into the compact (hence perfect) measure space ({0,1}X,3?,Q)
such that F is a

(<3,^-thickset.
Let (X,S/)

and (Y,W) he measurable

and W is denoted by sf <8>
f.

spaces.

The product

of the cr-fields SÍ

If E Ç X x Y and x e X, Ex will denote the set
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function from X x Y to

X(Y).
DEFINITION. Let Äbea
factorization of R if

measure on (A xY,i

®W).

We say that {Tx} is a

(i) for each x G A, Tx is a charge on 8"

(ii) for each ¿? € sf <g>
8?,
(a) the map j —►
TX(EX) is J/-measurable,

where ¿/

is the completion

of S?

w.r.t. P = Ritx1, the marginal of R on A, and,

(h)R(E) = fTx(Ex)dP(x).
For a measure R on (X x F,i
8 8?), Pachl [14] has introduced the notion
of disintegration
of ¿2, similar to our notion of factorization, the main difference
being that for each x, Tx is a measure on a sub-cr-field Wx of W. Using routine
measure-theoretic
arguments and the well known result (see, for example [18]) that
any charge on a field 8" can be extended as a charge on any field 8^ containing 8?',
it can be shown that the existence of a disintegration of R implies the existence of
a factorization of ¿î.
Let (Y,W,Q) be a measure space and let S he a sub-cr-field of 8'. For y € Y,
the ^"-atom containing y, to be denoted by D(y), is the intersection of all sets in
3 containing y. Note that, in general D(y) need not belong to 3f.
The following definition of a normal conditional distribution is the same as in
Blackwell and Dubins [2]. This is equivalent to the notion of measurable disintegration in [7 and 8].
DEFINITION. Say that a function p on Y x 8? into [0,1] is a normal conditional

distribution given 3¡ if
(i) for each y eY, p(y, ■) is a charge on W
(ii) for each A e 8?, p(-,A) is ^-measurable,

where 3f is the completion of 3

with respect to Q
(iii) for 2/i,2/2 in Y, D(yi) = D(y2) implies p(yi,-) = p(y2,-)
(iv) for each y e Y,D(y) is (p(y, •),^r)-thick.

(v) for each A € 8?,

Q(A)= Jp(y,A)dQ(y).
We remark that because of (iv), (v) is equivalent to

(v') for each A e W and D € 2¡,

Q(ADD)= [ p(y,A)dQ(y).
Jd

3. Factorization.
Let 38l denote the Borel cr-field of the real line. Here are
the two main theorems of this section.
THEOREM 1. Let (Y,W,Q) be a measure space. Suppose that for any measure
R on 381 ® 8? with marginal Q on Y, there exists a factorization
of R. Then Q is
a perfect measure.

THEOREM 2. Suppose (Y,W,Q)
is a perfect measure space and W is Nigenerated. If (X,s/)
is any measurable space and R a measure on sf <%>Wwith
marginal Q on Y, then there exists a factorization
{Tx} of R. Furthermore the
factorization {Tx} can be chosen so that for any countably generated sub-cr-field S$
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ofW, there is a set N G s/ with P(N) — 0 such that for x £ N, Tx is a measure on
3'. (Here Ni denotes the first uncountable cardinal and for any cardinal A, we say
that a a-fieldW is X-generated if there is a family Wo of sets such that Card(8o) < A

and W is the cr-field generated by Wq.)
If (Y, W, Q) is a measure space, a necessary and sufficient condition for any
measurable space (A, SÍ ) and any measure R on (X x Y, sf ® W) with marginal
Q on Y to admit a disintegration is that (Y, 8?, Q) he a compact measure space.
This theorem was proved by Pachl in [14]. Since every compact measure space
is perfect, in view of our results, for a Ni-generated cr-field, the difference between
compactness and perfectness of a countably additive measure lies in the existence of
disintegrations as opposed to factorizations. We mention in this connection that in
[13], Musial has an example of a measure on a Ni-generated cr-field which is perfect
but not compact. Thus there are measure spaces for which factorizations exist but
not disintegrations.
Whether Theorem 2 can be extended to the case when 8? is
not Ni-generated is still open.
PROOF OF THEOREM l. Let / be a realvalued ^-measurable function. We
shall show that there is a Borel subset B of the real line such that B Ç f(Y) and

Q(f~1(B)) = 1. Let R be the measure on 38l ® W defined by

R(E) = Í IEy(f(y))dQ(y),

îorEe381®W

where Ey = {x: (x,y) G E).
So, by hypothesis,

there exists a factorization

{Tx} of ¿Î.

Consider

the set

G = {(x,y): y € Y and f(y) = x}. It is easily seen that G G 381 <g>
W and

R(G) = 1.
So ¡Tx(Gx)dP(x)
is 38 -measurable,

= 1, where P = ¿îtt^1 = Qf'1.

Also since x -» TX(GX)

there is a Borel set B such that B Ç [x: TX(GX) = 1} and

P(B) = 1, i.e. Q(f~1(B)) = 1. Clearly B Ç f(Y) since for x £ f(Y),Gx is empty.
This completes the proof.

D

The above proof, suggested to us by B. V. Rao, is simpler than our original
proof.
We shall use the following lemma to prove Theorem 2. It is probably known,
but since we cannot cite a reference, we include a proof for completeness.
LEMMA l. Let A be an infinite cardinal. Suppose (X,s/) is a measurable space
and 38 is the Baire cr-field on {0,1}A. Let R be a measure on sf <S>38. Then, for
each x G X, there is a measure Tx on 38 such that
(a) for each B G 38, the map x —►TX(B) is si -measurable, where s/ is the
completion of SÍ w.r.t. P, the marginal of R on X, and,

(b) for each E es/

®38,
R(E)=

Í Tx(Ex)dP(x).

PROOF. By a lifting theorem of Maharam (see [12], for example), choose a
linear lifting / on £?oo(X,s7,P).
Let s/* he the cr-field on A x {0,1}A of sets of

the form A x {0,1}A with A G SÍ. For each / G C({0,1}A), the space of continuous
functions

on {0,1}A, let /* be the function

defined by f*(x,y)
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(x,y) G A x {0,1}A and let ER(f* \sf*) denote the conditional expectation of /*
with respect to s/* under the measure ¿2. Plainly ER(f* \s/*) induces a unique

element, to be denoted by ER(f* \sf*) of 5?oo(X,s7,P).

lx(f) = l(ER(f*\s/*))(x),

Define

x G A, / G C({0,1}A).

It is easily verified that for each x G A, lx is a normalized, positive, linear functional
on C({0,1}X). By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique measure
Tx on 38 such that lx(f) = / fdTx for / G C({0,1}A). It is a routine verification
that Tx, x G A, satisfy the assertion of the lemma.
□
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. As stated earlier, since 8? is Ki-generated, we may
assume that Y Ç {0, l}"1 (where wi is the first uncountable ordinal), 8? = 38 n Y
where 38 is the Baire cr-field of {0, l}""1 ,Q is the extension of Q from 38 D Y to
38 and F is a (<5,^)-thick
set. Also since 38 is Ni-generated, we can and do fix
countably generated sub-cr-fields 38^, 0 < I; < ui, of 38 satisfying

(a) 380 = {4>,{0, l}"1}, and t\ < n < üJi implies 38iÇ_38ri,
(h) 38f. = a((j{38ri : n < £}), if £ is a limit ordinal
(c)38 = (j{38i:íi<ui}.
We set 38bJl = 38.
Since Q is perfect, it follows by Sazonov's theorem

that for each £ < wi, there

exists M? G 38;. such that <5(Mç) = 0 and if B is a ^c-atom and B Ç {0, l}"1 \M$,
then nny^0.
Set N6 = (J{M„ : ry<£},£< wj. Then A4 G ^€ and Q(A€) = 0
and
(d) if S is a Bratom and B Ç {0, l}"1 \A? then B n F ^ 0.
Let(A,j/)

be a measurable

space and ¿? a measure on (A x Y,s/

marginal Q on Y. Note that j/®f

= (j/® J'Jnflx

® 8?) with

F). Let R' denote the

extension oî R to sf ® 38. By Lemma 1, there exist measures Tx,x G A, defined
on ^" and satisfying the assertions of the lemma.

Let L€ = {ieX:f,(JV{)
Then L^ Ç. s/,

the completion

of sf

^ 0},

f < Wi.

w.r.t. P, the marginal

of R1 on A.

Since

Q(Nç) = 0 and since the marginal of R' on {0,1}W» is Q, we have R'(X x A€) = 0.
It now follows from (b) of the lemma,
i < n < u>i.

that

P(Lç)

= 0.

Moreover Lç Ç Lv,

For each a; G A, define
r(x) = least £ such that ï€iç

= Wi,

if such a £ exists,

otherwise.

Let ^ = \J{38ç, £ < /"(a:)}. Clearly ^ is a field of sets and is in fact a cr-field
if r(x) is a successor ordinal or wi. Observe now that

(e) x£L(:,B

e 38c and BDY = 0 imply TX(B) = 0.

To see this, note that by virtue of (d), B Ç Nç and since x £ L^, TX(B) = 0.
It immediately follows from (e) that Y is (T^,^)-thick.
Let T* he the restriction
of Tx | 3^ to ,% n Y. Clearly T* is a charge on^nY,
which is a sub-field of 8?.
For each z G A, extend T* on Fx n F to a charge Tx on 8?. We shall now verify
that {Tx} is a factorization of Q.

For Eesf
®&, choose E' esf ®38 such that E = ¿5"n (A x F). Fix £ < wi
such that E' G Si? ® 38c. Then ¿Jx G ^ for each z G A. Consequently, if x £ L^,
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r(x) > £, hence E'x G ■%, i.e. Ex = E'x D Y_€ Fx n Y. So T^)
a; 0 Lç. Therefore the map x —►
TX(EX) is j/-measurable.
Finally,

= TX(E'X) for

ä(e) = ¿?(¿?'n (A x F)) = ä'(£')
= j Tx(E'x)dP(x)

= j Tx(Ex)dP(x).

For the last part of the theorem, suppose that ^

is a countably

cr-field of 8?. Then we can find £ < wj such that ^

Ç^nF.

generated sub-

Now if a; g L€,

S'C^nF
and so Tj = T^ on ^", and since ^ is a cr-field, T* is a measure on
3. (In fact, T* is countably additive on any cr-field contained in &%PI F).
D
REMARK. If p is measure on a field & of subsets of a set A, & is a sub-cr-field
of &" and A is (p, ^)-thick,
then it is routine to verify that the restriction v of
p | & to & n v4 is a measure. However, if & were only a sub-field, v need only be a
charge. Thus in the proof of Theorem 2, it is possible that there exists a; G A such
that T* is a charge but not a measure on Sx n Y. We mention in this connection
the following example, often referred to as the de Finetti coin.
EXAMPLE. Let A = {0,1}N where A is the set of positive integers, Sr = the
field of clopen sets of A, when A is equipped with the product of discrete topologies
and p the fair coin tossing measure on F. Let A denote the set of all sequences
(wi,..., w„,... ) in A for which w¿ = 0 for all sufficiently large i. Then it is easy
to check that A is (p,^")-thick
and p restricted to F n A is a charge but not a
measure.
Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we get new necessary and sufficient conditions for
a measure on a Ni-generated cr-field to be perfect.

THEOREM 3. Let (Y,W,Q) be a measure space with W a ^-generated

a-field.

Then the following are equivalent:
(a) Q is a perfect measure.
(h) For any measurable space (X,sf) and any measure R on A<S>Wwith marginal
Q on Y, there is a factorization
of R.
(c) For any measurable space (X,s/),
with s/ countably generated, and any
measure R on sf (g)8? with marginal Q on Y, there is a factorization of R.
(d) For any measure R on381®W with marginal Q on Y, there is a factorization

ofR.
Moreover if W is countably generated, each of the above conditions is equivalent
to

(h1) For any measurable space (X,sf) and any measure R on A®W with marginal
Q on Y, there is a countably additive factorization of R.
The equivalence of perfectness

and (b') is just what Adamski proved in [1].

4. Normal conditional
distributions.
We now show how Theorem 2 can be
used to obtain results on existence of normal conditional distributions.
3

LEMMA 2. Suppose (Y, W, Q) is a perfect measure space, W is Ki -generated and
is a countably generated sub-cr-field of W. Then there is a normal conditional

distribution given 3.

PROOF. In Theorem 2, take A = F, sf = 3 and R(E) = f IEy(y)dQ(y),
E e sf ®W.

Let {Tx} he a factorization

of ¿Î such that, for some set A G s/
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with P(N) = 0, Tx is a measure on 3 whenever x & N. Let I' be a countable
field which generates 3. Using routine measure-theoretic arguments, one can find

M c3

with Q(M) = 0 and such that for x & M, we have

(i) for each E G I?, the map x —>TX(E) is ^-measurable

on X\M,

(ii) for each E G W, TX(E) = IE(x)
(iii) Tx is countably

additive on 3.

Condition (iii) now implies that (i) and (ii) hold for all E G 3.
Next, for each Ü^-atom D Ç M, choose a charge i>d on W such that vd(D) = 1.
We can now define p as follows:

p(y,C)=Ty(C)
= vD(y)(C)
It is now straightforward

3.

iîyïM,
liyeM.

to verify that p is a normal conditional

distribution

given

u
As in Dubins and Heath [8], say that a cr-field 3

ably generated cr-fields 3n such that 3n D 3n+i,n

is tail-like if there exist count-

> 1 and 3

= {\^=l3n-

As

observed in [8], for such a 3, D(y) = Un>i E>n(y), where Dn(y) is the ^„-atom
containing y. Since countably generated cr-fields contain their atoms, it follows that

D(y)e3.
Using the previous lemma and a technique in [8], we can generalize Theorem 1

of Dubins and Heath [8].
THEOREM 4. Suppose (Y,W,Q)
and3
is a tail-like sub-a-field ofW.

is a perfect measure space, 8" is #i-generated
Then there is a normal conditional distribution

given 3.
PROOF. Let 3 = Ç\n>l3n,
where each 3n is a countably generated sub-crfield of 8? and 3n 2 3n+i, n > 1. By Lemma 2, for each n > 1, there is a normal
conditional distribution pn given 3n.
By the Reverse Martingale Convergence
Theorem, for each Ce?,
pn(y,C) converges Q-a.s. to E(Ic \3), the conditional
expectation of the characteristic function of C given the cr-field 3. Fix a Banach

limit / and define p by p(y,C) = l({pn(y,C)}), y G F, C ef.
Since pn is a normal conditional distribution given 3n, it is easily verified that
p is a normal conditional distribution given 3.
D
The above technique can be used in some special cases to show the existence of
normal conditional distributions with additional desirable properties. We illustrate
this with two examples.

THEOREM 5. Let (Y,W,Q) be a
measure-preserving
transformation
on
sets (i.e. /
= {££?:
T~1(E) =
distribution p given <J^ such that p(y,

measure space and
Y. Let ^ denote
E}).
Then there
■) is invariant and

let T be a measurable,
the a-field of invariant
is a normal conditional
ergodic for each y G F.

(i.e. p(y,E) = p(y,T~l(E)) for all E G? and p(y,A) = 0 or 1 for all Ac J").
PROOF. Fix a Banach limit / and for each AcW,

and y Ç.Y, define p(y, A) =

K{l/nJ27=o
^A(Tly)})- To see that p is a normal conditional distribution given
y, note that (a) by the Individual Ergodic Theorem, p(y,A) = E(Ia\^)
a.s.
[Q], and (b) if y,y' belong to the same ^-atom,
then p(y, ■) = p(y', ■). It follows
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from the definition of p that each p(y, ■) is invariant and from condition (iv) in the
definition of normal conditional distribution that each p(y, ■) is ergodic.
D
Consider the special case when F is the unit circle, W is the Borel sets, Q is the
normalized Lebesgue measure and T any nonperiodic rotation. Then Theorem 5
provides an affirmative answer to a question of Dubins and Heath in [8].
For the next example, let(A, sf) he a measurable space, F = XN and 8? = s/N,
where A is the set of positive integers. For each n > 1, let Sn denote the group of all
permutations on {1,..., n}. Every it G Sn induces a measurable bijection of F, denoted by -n:again, defined by (xu... ,xn,xn+i,...)
-* (x^i),...
,£*(„), xn+i,...
).
We say that a charge v on (F, 8?) is symmetric if u(E) = u(ttE) for all 7r G Un>i ^n-

Say that a symmetric

charge v on 8? is a power charge if
n

v(A\ x ■■■x An x X x X x ■■■) = Y]_v(Ai x A x A x • ■• )
i=l

for all n > 1 and Ai,...,
Let y

denote the sub-cr-field of all symmetric

An in s/.

sets, i.e. S? = {E G 8': n(E) = E

for all ît € (J„>i Sn}THEOREM 6. Let Q be a symmetric measure on (Y,W). Then there is a normal
conditional distribution p given 3? such that for each y G F, p(y, ■) is a power
charge.

PROOF. For each y eY and C eW, define

»n(y,C) = ± £

JcMî,)).

Fix a Banach limit / and define p by

p(y,C) = l({pn(y,C)}),

yeY,CeW.

Once again using the Reverse Martingle convergence and straightforward calculations (as in Chapter 8, §1 of [12]), it can be verified that p satisfies all the asserted
properties.
□

REMARK. Assume that singletons are measurable in sf. For y G F such that
S(y), the c5^-atom containing y, is infinite, (this happens iff y is not a constant
sequence), since p(y, ■) is symmetric and since p(y, S(y)) = 1, it follows that p(y, ■)
is a charge and not a measure. Also the definition of p is independent of Q. Hence,
in view of condition (v) in the definition of normal conditional distribution, every
symmetric measure is an average of power charges. This is similar in spirit to, but
different from de Finetti's theorem. Also if A = A and s/ the power set, for y G F
such that S(y) is infinite, p(y, ■) is not an independent strategic measure as defined
in Purves and Sudderth [15]. To see this, first note that if -7 is a nondegenerate
charge on A, and 700 is the independent strategic measure 7 x 7 x •■■, then, for
every y' G NN, ~i°°({y'}) = 0 (see Lemma 2, §7 of [15]). Now using Lemma 2, §4

of [15], it follows that -)°°(S(y)) = 0. However p(y, S(y)) = 1.
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